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When you get this book today, and whether you're studying for college entrance exams such as
the SAT, ACT, GRE or just want to improve your active vocabulary mental library, you will find
Vocabulary Words Brilliance as the perfect book to help guide you through the process of
quickly and creatively memorize any English Vocab Word!Memory Master Champion, Luis
Angel, teaches you the creative story telling techniques that the top memory athletes use in
order to memorize a vast amount of information very quickly and with perfect recall! You will
notice how your brilliant mind can easily remember words such as Benevolent, Pulchritude, and
Gregarious after applying the fun methods taught in this book.

About the AuthorBefore becoming the 1st Memory Master Champion on FOX's Superhuman
Show, Luis Angel Echeverria was struggling in school because of his bad ability to Focus and
Remember. He had a 1.0 GPA his Freshman year and ended his Senior year in high school with
a slight increase to a 1.75 GPA. He then went on to learn how to improve his memory from his
memory coach and raised his grades in college to a 4.0 GPA! See what other things Luis Angel
has accomplished by improving his memory and the memory of thousands of others who
struggle with retaining information. *1st Memory Master Champion on FOX's SUPERHUMAN
*Founder and Main Memory Coach at AE Mind - Accelerated Empowered Mind *Competed in
the USA Memory Championship, Australian Memory Championship, Taiwan Memory
Championship, Spain Memory Championship, and more *Memorized a 120 digit number in 5
minutes with Perfect Recall *Memorized a Deck of Cards in 2 min. with Perfect Recall *Was the
Youngest American to Compete in the World Memory Championship *Coached the AE Mind
Memory Team to a 1st Place Medal in the Numbers event at the USA Memory Championship
*Started AE Mind Memory Clubs in Los Angeles High Schools and in Universities such as UC
Irvine and UC Santa Barbara. *Speaker for Schools, Organizations, and Companies to help
students and professionals have a "Better Memory Now" *Author and Creator of the AE Mind:
Better Memory Now Series --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Presents:VOCABULARY WORDS BRILLIANCELearn how to quickly andcreatively memorize
vocab!By Luis Angel EcheverriaMemory Master Champion on Superhuman#1 Best Selling
Author &Memory Coach with AE Mind atwww.AEMind.comCopyright © 2017 by AE Mind. All
Rights ReservedNo part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording,
without the direct consent of AE Mind and Luis Angel Echeverria.YOUR GIFTSAs a bonus, you
can get my latest Free Better Memory Now Guide and Memory Training Videos to help you with
your ongoing continued memory improvement education!Download Here:CONTACTLearn more
about Luis Angel’s “Better Memory Now” programs and other Memory Training material for
Professionals, Students, Memory Athletes, and Everyone Else, by going to:SOCIALYT:FB:IG:
AE.MindTwitter:Email: LuisAngel@AEMind.comTESTIMONIALSWhat others say about Luis
Angel andThe AE Mind: Better Memory Now SystemNathan BraisDirector of Student Life at
Coastline College“I just want to give a big shout out to Luis Angel Echeverria. Thank you so
much for coming to our event. You’re awesome, with a close to 500 students and staff here. You
did 2 memory workshops for us, which the students were really impressed by, and I really
appreciate you also doing our keynote address.Luis is engaging and he’s also great with
students. He has a very energetic presence and I highly recommend him for any of your school
events that you may be having for high school or for college group.”DANNY BELTRANAE Mind
Memory Athlete and Student at UC Irvine.“Joining the AE Mind team has been one of the best
decisions I’ve ever made. I was taught to memorize so many things without having to tear my
head apart and it is so useful in academics, not to mention everyday life. Luis is a great mentor
and coach. Without him I wouldn’t be in the position I’m in now. Thanks Luis for
everything!”KASSANDRA CEJAAE Mind Memory Athlete and Student at UC Irvine“Meeting
Luis and joining the AE Mind Team has been a great experience. Not only did we get the chance
to compete in the memory competition in New York, but we also learned skills that helped us
memorize material for our academic courses. We also got the opportunity to learn strategies that
would benefit us with our future careers. Being on the team we learned lots of skills, it opened
our doors to many new opportunities, we got to meet many inspiring people, and it was overall
one of the best decisions I have made.”THANK YOUFirst and Foremost, GOD and Mom!
&Everyone Who Helped Me along the way to achieving my goals!Special shout out to the
contributing co-author, Diana Ortiz!ABOUT LUIS ANGEL- 1ST Memory Master Champion on
FOX’s Superhuman- Founder and Main Memory Coach at AE Mind | Accelerated Empowered
Mind- Competed in the USA Memory Championship- Was the Youngest American to Compete
in the World Memory Championship with TEAM USA- Memorize: 120 Digit Number in 5
Minutes,- Coached the AE Mind Memory Team to a 1st Place Medal in the Numbers event at the
USA Memory Championship- Started AE Mind Memory Clubs in Los Angeles High Schools and
in Universities such as UC Irvine and UC Santa Barbara.- Speaker for Schools, Organizations,



and Companies to help students and professionals have a “Better Memory Now”- Author and
Creator of the AE Mind: Better Memory Now SeriesCONTRIBUTIONAs someone who grew up
in government-subsidized housing, on food stamps, and in an area with a lot of gang activity
(never participated, but witnessed a lot of it around him), Luis Angel knows what it’s like to have
to go through struggle in life.That’s why Luis Angel loves contributing to help make the lives of
those in need better in whichever way that he can.GIVE BACK TUESDAYAlong with Living
Waters and Countless of Amazing Volunteers, Luis Angel helps feed the homeless and families
in need every Tuesday in the City of Santa Ana in Southern California.FEED FAMILIES
EVENTLuis Angel has also partnered with Dion Jaffee, Bell High School, and several friends
who donate to the cause to Feed Families every year for Thanksgiving!A portion of the proceeds
from the AE Mind Better Memory Now Live Events, Courses, and Books goes to continuing our
Contribution Efforts!Thank You in Advance for Your Contribution to the Cause!ForewordLuis
Angel is one of the most genuine, superhuman (literally) I have met. I had the privilege of
meeting Angel at a give-back outreach, helping the homeless.His heart for helping others is
inevitable. He’s always trying to find ways to help others and make a difference in the world. He
uses his talent of memorization and recollection to help those of us who don’t have as good of
memory.As seen on Fox, Luis Angel uses different tactics and cognition tools to help him
remember difficult words and concepts. I have personally used some of his techniques to help
study for my exams and also increase my ability to remember names. Let me tell you, it works!
This book will give you a glimpse of how Angel’s mind works and how he forms connections
between words and definitions. I hope this book will serve as a great introduction to the
wonderful world of memory and I hope it will inspire you to start forming and creating
associations for your next exam, project, memory competition or everyday use, so that you too
can unlock the extraordinary power of memory.Good luck!-Diana OrtizUC Irvine Student, Co-
Author of Vocabulary Words BrillianceIntroductionA juicy bone inside of an envelope is being
torn open by a Siberian husky.A very funny clown juggling golf balls in the air and they all fall on
top of his head.A grey car full of rice cranking up music as they dance, party, and socialize all
while having a blast.If you were able to see those stories clearly in your mind, then you are ready
to learn how to memorize any vocabulary word with ease, just like all of the top memory athletes
do it! I tell you what those stories represent in a moment, but first let me introduce myself and tell
you how this book will help you out.Hi, my name is Luis Angel, and I am your memory coach!As
someone who went from struggling in school to competing all over the world in memory
competitions and eventually becoming the first Memory Master Champion on Superhuman, I am
here to tell you that anyone can truly tap into their God Given Brilliant Gifts of Remembering
Anything Quickly, by simply following a few simple steps that will be outlined in the book. The
techniques that are distilled here will allow you to use your imagination to take vocabulary words
and learn them in a very fun and creative manner. Just imagine what that would mean for you to
be able to use such an amazing skill once perfected by continually practicing and making
progress throughout the examples in this Vocabulary Words Brilliance Book. How will this help



you in school, work, and just life in general. Because I promise you this, by mastering the ability
of quickly memorizing any word and its meaning, you will also be able to apply this skill to any
other area of education that wish to apply it to. I know that I’m making all of these promises and
you might be thinking that this can’t really work for everyone but only a selected few “smart”
individuals, but let me reassure you that I myself was once in your shoes. I was seeking a way to
just give me a little bit of an edge when it came to learning even the most basic of things.Here’s
the thing, Bryan/Brenda (I like to give names to people that I haven’t met yet. Actually, when I
was in New York riding the subway, I was giving random names to people that were sitting near
me and using the memory techniques that I’m going to teach you in this book to memorize their
fake names. Sorry, this was a long side note. Let’s continue...), memory is a fundamental part of
our everyday existence. Whether it’s in a very serious situation that can potentially lead to a
distraught outcome, or a fun and playful setting where you cause your team to lose because you
forgot a pattern that you needed to memorize, the act of forgetting can trigger one of the most
painful emotions that a person can feel.On the flip side of this, don’t you feel a sense of euphoria
when you are able to successfully recall something important. Maybe it was the correct answers
to a test, or perhaps it was the name of that special person that you met the previous week. We
love it when we are able to remember things that are near and dear to us and hate it when we
struggle with our memory.Throughout the last several years of me improving my own memory
and helping individuals achieve their goals of being able to learn faster and remember better,
I’ve come across this pattern of limiting beliefs that people have about themselves. Most
individuals raise their hands when I ask the following question during my Better Memory Now
Live Events, “Who here believes that they have either a terrible memory or would love it if they
could better remember even just day to day tasks?” From students to business professionals,
people from all ages want to learn the secret formula on how to improve their memory and they
want it NOW!Well if you are one of those individuals who fits into that category then you’re in
luck because I’m about to release the magic sauce, RIGHT NOW!The Key to Memorization is…
VISUALIZATION!That’s it.Simple.Easy.Done.There is a catch. You see I compete all over the
world in memory competitions and every one of my memory athlete friends will tell you that what
they do to memorize a large amount of information in a short period of time, is that they visualize
and create quirky stories in order to remember that info. To be one of the best memorizers
however, the requirements are that you need to practice consistently. You don’t take an easy fix
pill or someone waves a magic wand over your head and all of a sudden, you’re reciting the first
1000 digits of pi. You need to put in some effort into taking this simple to learn concept and being
able to use it to remember, say your grocery list.My response to the question of “can ANYONE
learn how to do this?” is always that as long as the person doesn’t have any serious physical
brain disabilities or disorders, then of course the answer is “YES!“ Certain individuals have had
serious brain trauma that impairs them from fully being able to embrace the techniques taught
here, but the majority of the people that approach this with an open mind can definitely use the
memory techniques to memorize and learn any information at an accelerated rate. I’ve worked



with people that have ADHD, focus problems, dyslexia, early onset signs of dementia, and even
individuals that are blind, and every one of them have had success with being able to improve
their memory skills. I myself was diagnosed with Attention Deficit Disorder and have been able to
turn that situation around after being introduced to this world of competitive memorization.THE
LUIS ANGEL STORYWhen I raised the trophy as the first memory master champion on the first
episode of Superhuman, I couldn’t hold back the tears that soon were flowing out of my eyes
and going down my cheeks as I thought back to all the struggles that I had up to that point. Just
a few years prior to this moment, my grades were suffering greatly in school, I almost getting
fired from my job, and was not a good place with my everyday life. Everything around me was
going in a downward spiral in which I felt like I had no control over.At school, I had a 1.0 GPA my
freshman year, and graduated by having a 1.75 GPA my senior year in high school. I had to
repeat several classes in between those years because my brain was just not retaining the
information that it needed to. I couldn’t focus, I couldn’t concentrate, and I couldn’t remember all
that well. When I finally did graduate, I thought that things were going to be different in college.
That wasn’t the case, because I ended up getting kicked out of school for my continued efforts of
not doing great in my classes.I was on the verge of getting fired from my job at a satellite TV
company because of my forgetfulness. I would constantly lose my tools and would fail to
remember the procedures of installing the satellite dishes on people’s homes. There were plenty
of times when the following happened. I would be up on a roof to get ready to drill the dish onto
the black tar that I had just placed on top of the shingles, when I would realize that I was missing
a bolt. I would go down the ladder while carrying my heavy tool belt and go straight to the van.
Along the way, something must have happened to my train of thought because as soon as I
opened the van’s door I would wonder what I was supposed to get. I would go back up to the top
of the house to see if I could get a trigger to remind me and then it would hit me. “I need a bolt, I
need a bolt, I need a bolt…” I kept repeating to myself over and over again. This instance and
several others were making me cost the company a lot of money and they had already given me
tons of warnings to improve my ability to perform the tasks at hand or face the ultimate
consequence of getting the pink slip.At home, things such as remembering whether I ate or not
became a fixture for my everyday life. My mom would ask me at 3 PM on a Saturday after she
got home from work, “mijo ya comiste/son did you eat?” I couldn’t give her an answer because I
honestly didn’t remember. Another one of my favorites was walking into my room knowing that I
was there to get something of importance and staring at the bed for a good 60 seconds only to
realize that I had forgotten why I was in that room in the first place. Events like these were
constant recurrences that I knew had to be stopped or at least dramatically tamed back several
notches.The last straw happened on an island off the coast of Southern California called,
Catalina Island. I was there to install cable. When we go out to the island, we need to place all of
the tools and equipment that we are going to need for each one of the jobs inside of a large
plastic bin. We then board the ferry and travel afloat the pacific waters for 45 minutes. Well
dummy me ended up leaving behind several tools and satellite dish parts that were required to



complete each job. I remember sitting on a bench waiting the three hours until my ferry came to
pick me up. I had just cancelled all of the jobs that I had for the day and was thinking to myself
that I was getting fired. As I saw out onto the crashing waves, I felt like my world was also
crashing down on me.My mind just kept reviewing all of the negative situations that had led me
to this point. All of those times that I kept forgetting. All of those times that I couldn’t remember
something. Every single time that I lacked focus at school, work, and in my personal life. I was
seeing all of the pain that this had cost me and how painful my life was going to be if I continue to
remain stuck in the same pattern. I began to shed tears upon tears. My vision was blurry. I cried. I
sobbed. I had pity. I had regret. I was a total mess.“God help me find a solution to this misery!” I
yelled out in my mind hoping that he would hear.And then, it hit me. He answered my prayers
because I instantly knew what I had to do.There was a gentleman a few years back that did a
seminar where he memorized the names of hundreds of people in the audience and repeated all
of them from memory. He then taught everyone in attendance how to do what he had just done. I
wasn’t there, but my friend Dion was.“D, I need to know that memory guy’s name. Do you
remember it?”He told me, “yea it’s Ron White.”As soon as I got home, I went online and got the
memory course and went through it immediately. I quickly put the memory techniques to use and
saw results right away. I was able to memorize a list of words in a matter of minutes. I memorized
a long number and repeated it forward and backwards. I was able to remember the names of the
people that I had met. More importantly, it helped me in every area of life that I was previously
struggling with because of my memory problems. At school, I went from getting kicked out for a
semester to getting straight A’s. I went from almost getting fired from my job to getting a
promotion and becoming the youngest technician to hold that new position at my office. I went
from forgetting the basics at home, to competing all over the world in memory competitions. This
is what led me to compete in the Superhuman show and become the 1st Memory Master
Champion!I have also trained other students who have gone on to compete in memory
competitions and they have taken home Gold in national events. All of my students that have
graduated from high school are now attending high ranking universities here in California. One of
the schools that I work with, Bell High School, was featured with me on the show Superhuman. I
am much prouder of what they have achieved than what I did, because it shows that with a little
bit of hard work anyone can learn how to use these memory techniques in every area of life!
Visualize ThisYou’re walking up to a young lady with curly hair at a party and you two exchange
names. She tells you that her name is Paris S. and that she is from Chicago Illinois. You instantly
picture the Eiffel Tower with snakes wrapped around it trying to reach a deep-dish Chicago style
pizza at the top of her Paris’ curly hair.Why are you seeing all of this?Because you have learned
that the Key to Memorization is Visualization and that the best way to remember something
important, is to create a quirky visual story. All of the top memory athletes from around the world
use this same technique in international memory championships. I’ve competed alongside them
in several of the competitions. One in particular made me the first Memory Master Champion on
the hit TV show, Superhuman!I was sitting on the chair with my hands covering my face as I



prayed for a calm and clear mind because I knew that millions of people were going to be
watching from home. When my hands came down, the image flashed on the large screen. A
young lady with curly hair who I had seen earlier that day. She was one of over 100 audience
members which I had to memorize the personal information of, prior to me heading out and
taking center stage. I had to memorize their first name, last name initial, hometown (city, state),
and a feature about them. As I looked at her face on the screen, my brain immediately scanned
through the hundreds of stories that I created to help me remember the 500+ pieces of
information. There were a few ladies in the audience with curly hair, but this one was unique. As I
waved my hands around in the air to help me get a clearer picture and narrow down her name
and hometown, it hit me!“Paris S. from Chicago, Illinois,” I told the Superhuman host, Kal
Penn.“Are you sure?” he says.“Sure he’s sure,” yells out Mike Tyson. “That’s why he’s in that
chair!”I smiled and told Kal to lock in that answer.As she stood up from out in the audience, she
says, “my name is Paris S. and I’m from Chicago, Illinois.”I jumped up with sheer excitement and
joy! And as I continued to get every single one of these correctly, I became very grateful that
these memory techniques came into my life. I hugged my mom, my entire family, my friend’s
Dion and Feibi, the host, the panelist, all of the contestants, and of course my mentor Ron
White.He was on the show with me and also nailed his challenge of quickly memorizing a ton of
numbers, names, faces, and facts about the people that he met. I got real emotional as I thanked
him for everything that he had done for me and for teaching this kid from the LA County city of La
Puente, how to use his full mind’s power to achieve what seemed impossible a few years earlier.
In order to get over my struggles in school and in life, he taught me that I needed to just let my
creativity flow through as I reviewed the information that I wanted to remember.I am here to be
that guiding hand for you as you embark on this journey of unlocking the true power of your
mind’s ability to hold onto information. Just as the gift was given to me by my mentor, I am going
to share that gift with you. Realize that if you were able to remember that Eiffel Tower with snakes
and a deep-dish Chicago pizza, then you too can become a memory master!Learning
Vocabulary WordsLet’s say that you needed to learn the following words:Benevolent = Well
Meaning and KindlyTawdry = Showy but cheap and of poor qualityLanguid = Weak or Slow and
RelaxedGregarious = Fond of company; sociablePulchritude = BeautyTumult = Disorder; loud
confused noise by a mass of peoplePerusal = The action of reading or examining
somethingRedolent = Fragrant or sweet-smellingGuffaw = A loud laughAbasement = humiliation
or degradationWhat you want to do as always, is create a picture for the word and then link that
to the definition by creating a story out of it. You don’t even need to store these along a route in
order to memorize them. Just do a direct link between the word and the definition, then make
sure to review them over time.Here are the stories that I created for each word:Benevolent = I
gave my dog a Bone inside of an Envelope because he was being kind all week.Tawdry = A
Towel couldn’t Dry the wet floor because it was made of cheap material.Languid = On top of a
Lane there was a Squid laying there very weak and lazy like.Gregarious = Inside of the Gray Car,
there was a lot of Rice having fun and talking with each other.Pulchritude = The Poker cards that



the Toad had were a straight flush which caused a beautiful princess to appear.Tumult = A Tooth
Mowing his neighbor’s lawn which causes the neighbor to get upset and yell at the tooth.Perusal
= Parrot poured Salt on the book he was reading.Redolent = I used a Red Deodorant to cover up
the smell coming from my armpits.Guffaw = The clown threw Golf balls up in there and they
landed on top of his head which made him laugh out loud.Abasement = The guy was shoved
into the Basement and was completely humiliated.Vocabulary QuizMatch the Words with its
proper definition.1. Abasement _____2. Benevolent _____3. Gregarious _____4. Guffaw
_____5. Languid _____6. Perusal _____7. Pulchritude _____8. Redolent _____9. Tawdry
_____10. Tumult _____a. Fragrant or sweet-smellingb. Disorder; loud confused noisec. The
action of readingd. Showy but cheap and of poor qualitye. Fond of company; sociablef. Beautyg.
A loud laughh. Weak or Slow and Relaxedi. Humiliation or degradationj. Well Meaning and
KindlyAnswers for Vocab Quiz1. i2. j3. e4. g5. h6. c7. f8. a9. d10. bHow did you do with that
vocab quiz? Did you get them all correct? Notice how you were able to think of the visual triggers
as you were matching the words with the definitions.Throughout this book, you will see 165 more
words, definitions, and the stories that myself and my co-author, Diana, came up with to help you
memorize those words. Some of the stories and associations may or may not resonate with you
and by all means feel free to go ahead and create your own stories to help you remember
them.Once you go through all of these words, freely apply this method to any other vocabulary
that you need to commit to memory. Whether it’s in your English class or Science classes, you
can use this creative story telling technique to memorize a vast amount of information in a short
period of time. Just make sure to review them in a spaced period of time in order to move the
information from short term memory to long term memory.BonusIf a word has an letter in it that I
need help with remembering it, I usually throw in my picture for the single letters. For example, if
the word was “Blithe,” I’ll picture a bat biting with leaves on it. The leaves would give me an extra
trigger to help me remember the “L” in “Blithe.”Here are the Alphabet PicturesA = APPLEB =
BALLC = CATD = DOGE = ELEPHANTF = FROGG = GOLFBALLH = HANDI = IGLOOJ =
JACKK = KANGAROOL = LEAFM = MATN = NAILO = ORANGEP = PICKLEQ = QUEEN
(CROWN)R = RHINOS = SNAKET = TOWELU = UMBRELLAV = VIOLINW = WATERX =
XYLOPHONEY = YOYOZ = ZEBRALegend Key CitationsThroughout the vocabulary words
sections you will see the keys below which indicates where the reference citations are from for
each word and definition.[g] = Google.com[d] = Dictionary.com[t] = Thesaurus.com[a] =
American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition. (2011)[c] = Collins
English Dictionary – Complete and Unabridged, 12th Edition 2014 © HarperCollins Publishers
2014[m] = Merriam-Webster.comUnit 1Section 1Advocate (v): A person who publicly supports
or recommends a particular cause or policy. [g]Synonyms [t]: backer, defender,
promoterAntonyms [t]: opponent, assailant, protestorWord UseHe advocated higher salaries for
teachers.Picturesadvocate = avocadoDefinition = speaking into microphoneStory = The
avocado was speaking into a microphone as it was praising the carrot that was running for
congress.Conciliate (v): stop (someone) from being angry or discontented; placate; pacify.



[g]Synonyms [t]: calm, irenic, quietAntonyms [t]: fighting, refusing, stubbornWord Use [d]to
conciliate an angry competitor.PicturesConciliate = Cone + latteDefinition = give someone who
is madStory = The kid gave his mom a cone with latte flavored ice cream to help her calm down
from yelling at him all day for ruining her new dress.Eclectic (adj): deriving ideas, style, or taste
from a broad and diverse range of sources. [g]Synonyms [t]: broad, varied, assortedAntonyms
[t]: like, narrow, particularWord Use [d]Forty-eight works from 37 artists, including 18 women, are
on display, and the selection is eclectic.
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E. Pounders, “Visualizing techniques that help you learn faster. I've always had a challenge with
vocabulary and the english language in general. I have a hard time remembering peoples
names, new vocabulary words and how to spell them. This book was great. The visualization
techniques helped a ton, and I wish this book existed a few years ago when I was in school and
had to memorize... Well at least I have it now!”

Help, “Love Luis Angel Style of writting. This book has taken my awarness on dealing with new
vocabularyWords to a new level. I have decided to learn a new languageand I plan to implement
technique's demonstrated in this book.I have read two other books by Luis Angel and love his
Styleof writing and teaching techniques.”

Julian, “An effective approach to vocabulary memorization. You can spend countless hours
studyng and reiterating various words and their meanings, but it won't guarantee that it will stick
when it comes to taking a test, such as the SAT. This book features various memorization
methods that inspire creativity and storytelling that take a completely different approach to
vocabulary studying that is used by the best memory athletes and and has definitely helped me
in my college exams.”

katie, “Basic learning! I like it. I found it a very useful book to learn English. Their exercises may
seem very simple but they are really useful, they have helped me to learn the location of the
notes faster, they are written in a simple and easy to understand way. I highly recommend it, this
is the book you need to learn the English!  Thank you! Awesome book”

SM, “Great book by a great instructor. Luis is a great instructor. He has a great way of taking
topics and simplifying them and bringing them to life for the reader/student to comprehend. I'd
recommend this book and house other to anyone wanting to improve their memory.”

Sal P, “Another great learning tool that is easy to read and very .... Luis Angel has done it again.
Another great learning tool that is easy to read and very effective! Great book and please do not
stop writing.Sal Piacente”

Ebook Library Reader, “Easily memorize new vocabulary words. At first I was very skeptical
about being able to easily memorize new vocabulary words. However, I was quickly converted
into a believer once I got into Luis Angel's techniques in this book. The techniques worked
beautifully!!  And the techniques Luis described will work with other areas of learning.”

Ryan means, “Vocabulary Words Brilliance. Awesome and amazing view! I like to read this book!
Lovely purchase! Thanks”



The book by Luis Angel Echeverria has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 30 people have provided
feedback.
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